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Abstract
The United States Marine Corps (USMC) has a high number of legacy applications, each devoted to a specific area of the “business” such as the Deployed Unit Equipment Tracking System, In Stores Equipment Tracking System, Equipment Maintenance System, Financial Planning System, Financial Execution System, Disposition System, and Total Force Organization and Requirement System. The USMC is beginning to combine some of these systems into a single, integrated system based on Global Command Support System – Marine Corp (GCSS-MC).

This presentation will show how a Common Operating Picture-type tool, Total Lifecycle Management Operation Support Tool (TLCM-OST) built on top of a highly integrated Data Warehouse – the Master Data Repository (MDR), has assisted in the transition and provided a seamless blend of the legacy information from existing systems alongside the new information from GCSS-MC as it was rolled out across select organizations. The brief will show how the extensive data integration within the data warehouse laid the groundwork for data discrepancy reporting, reporting data quality metrics and trends to provide measures of effectiveness (MOE) of any policies put forth in order to cleanse the legacy system data prior to the migration to the new system as well as the effectiveness of any new business rules employed in the emerging systems to offer measurable points of reference for past trends and current adherence levels.

The brief will review specific tools developed to assist in this effort like Data Pedigree which tracks and exposes the full data lineage back to the original source system from any end user application screen or report within the system. This helps to build credibility through transparency of data sources, definitions and rules. The brief will also touch on challenges in working in this blended environment. For example, as the new system emerged the data warehouse system had to implement 2 sets of business rules – one for the legacy systems and one for the emerging systems. The management of these business rules within the data warehouse and data marts shielded the end user applications from having to be modified to keep up with migration changes.

The brief will discuss lessons learned and future development areas as well as show how this laid the groundwork for Data Governance. Data Governance involves people and processes needed to improve data quality, enable Master Data Management and establish data standardization and credibility. The Governance begins with implementing data quality improvement efforts and the establishment of the Master Data Model. Establishing standard terms, business rules and calculations and extending this to the data verification and validation in the Extract / Transfer / Load (ETL) process enables data discrepancy reporting and the communication of metrics on effectiveness of data cleansing activities back to the user base.

For more information: http://www.acq.osd.mil/se/outreach/sosecollab.html
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